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Hello,

I am writing regarding the proposed Home-Sharing Ordinance (CPC-2016-1243-CA) that would 
impact Airbnb and other, similar home-sharing sites. In particular, I’m writing regarding the proposed 
banning of duplexes, and the 90-day restriction. I attended the meeting over the weekend, but could 
not get inside as it was so crowded, so ! wanted to express my concerns via email.

As a freelance journalist (NY Times, WSJ, Slate, etc) and musician, I find it essentially impossible to 
live off of my earnings in Los Angeles. The only way I’ve survived is by renting out my guesthouse via 
Airbnb to supplement my income.

I’ve lived in Echo Park since 2004, and I’ve been renting out tne guesthouse on my property via Airbnb 
since I bought it in 2012. It’s a 2-bedroom bungalow that has hosted guests from Sweden, Norway, 
Japan, France, Denmark, Germany, Italy, the UK, Australia and many other countries.

Numerous notable writers have come to stay at my house and finish their books, write magazine 
stories or develop television shows. The home functions as a weekly/monthly writer’s retreat for these 
guests, who, would otherwise not choose to come to Los Angeles to write. And if tney did, they would 
certainly not stay in a hotel.

Part of the reason so many of these guests (many of whom I’ve befriended) come to Los Angeles, is 
that they can stay in a house like mine for short periods of time while they work on their writing, or 
vacation with their family. Many guests return annually to stay here, eager to explore new LA 
restaurants, shops and cultural experiences.

The proposed limits to home sharing will make it far less likely for people like this to come to LA and 
spend money at local restaurants and businesses. If home sharing is eliminated, they will simply go 
elsewhere more hospitable They nave discovered what a vastly different experience it is to visit a city 
and stay as a guest on a local’s property versus staying in an anonymous hotel.

I’m not at all opposed to limiting the number of home sharing units an owner may rent out - I 
acknowledge that some bad apples have started buying up real estate with the sole purpose of short
term rentals, and this has negatively impacted the rental stocks and given home-sharing a bad name. 
I’m also unopposed to paying appropriate taxes, though I already pay state income tax on the income 
generated from the rentals. If there were a way to seamlessly integrate a city hotel tax into the Airbnb 
rental process, great.

However, limiting rentals to 90 days will make it impossible to continue offering home sharing. 
Burdensome application fees or requiring monthly reporting of taxes will also make home sharing 
incredibly undesirable, thus, depriving Los Angeles of vast amounts of tourism and tax revenue

Please consider a major revision to the current proposal, or start over from scratch with more input 
from the vast and vibrant home sharing community.
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Regards,

Dan Crane

Los Angeles, CA 90026

Dan Crane | 917-749-4791 
http://www.dancrane.com 
@dancranehere

http://www.dancrane.com













